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EU Network and Information Security Directive

Key drivers

• Reduce threat of cross-border cybersecurity incidents

• Protect critical infrastructure / internal market

• Address fragmented approaches across Member 
States
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Legislative timeline

Date Activity

15 February 2013 European Commission publishes draft NIS Directive

23 December 2015 EU institutions reach agreement on final text of NIS Directive

8 August 2016 Entry into force of NIS Directive

30 January 2018 Adoption of Implementing Regulation

9 May 2018 Deadline for implementation of NIS Directive by EU Member States

10 May 2018 National implementing laws of NIS Directive apply to entities in scope
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The basics: 5 key pillars

1. National strategy

• Requires Member States 
to adopt a national 
strategy on the security of 
network and information 
systems.

2. Cooperation Group

• Creates a Cooperation 
Group in order to support 
and facilitate strategic 
cooperation and exchange 
of information amongst 
Member States.

3. Security Incident 
Response

• Creates a computer 
security incident response 
teams network (‘CSIRTs 
network’) in order to 
promote cooperation 
between Member States.

4. National Designations

• Requires Member States 
to designate national 
competent authorities, 
single points of contact 
and CSIRTs.

5. Notification 
Requirements

• Establishes security and 
notification requirements 
for operators of essential 
services and for digital 
services providers. 

• UK also introduced a 
registration requirement 
for DSPs.
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Scope of the NIS Directive

“network and information systems” means

a) an electronic communications network […]; OR 

b) any device or group of interconnected or related devices, one or more of 
which, pursuant to a program, perform automatic processing of digital data; 
OR 

c) digital data stored, processed, retrieved or transmitted by elements covered 
under points (a) and (b) for the purposes of their operation, use, protection 
and maintenance.
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Which entities are caught by the NIS Directive?

Image source: https://www.enisa.europa.eu/topics/nis-directive
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Digital Service Providers

Definition

Online 
marketplace

“a digital service that allows consumers and/or traders […] to conclude online sales and service contracts with traders either on the 
online marketplace’s website or on a trader’s website that uses computing services provided by the online marketplace.”

Online 
search 
engine 

“a digital service that allows users to perform searches of in principle all websites or websites in a particular language on the basis of a 
query on any subject in the form of a keyword, phrase or other input; and returns links in which information related to the requested 
content can be found.”

Cloud 
computing 
service

“a digital service that enables access to a scalable and elastic pool of shareable computing resources.”
• “scalable” means computing resources that are flexibly allocated by the cloud service provider irrespective of the geographical 

location of the resources, in order to handle fluctuations in demand.
• “elastic pool” means computing resources that are provisioned and released according to demand in order to rapidly increase 

and decrease resources available depending on workload.
• “shareable” means computing resources that are provided to multiple users who share a common access to the service, but 

where the processing is carried out separately for each user, although the service is provided from the same electronic 
equipment.

• “computing resources” means networks, servers or other infrastructure, storage, applications and services.
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Digital Service Providers

• Legislative intent = as broad a definition as possible.

• UK regulator position = Paas / Iaas providers in scope. 
Saas providers whose service is scalable and elastic and 
provide B2B services are covered. 

• Exclusions = telcos, trust service providers and SMEs.
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What are the requirements of the NIS Directive on DSPs?

Risk Management

Identify and take appropriate and proportionate 
technical and organizational measures to manage 
the risks facing the security of NIS used in 
offering services within the EU.

Such measures must reflect the “state of the art” 
and take into account: 

(a) the security of systems and facilities; 

(b) incident handling; 

(c) business continuity management; 

(d) monitoring, auditing and testing; and 

(e) compliance with international standards.

Incident Prevention

Take measures to prevent and minimise the 
impact of incidents affecting the security of NIS 
used in offering services within the EU with a 
view to ensuring continuity of those services.

Security Requirements
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What are the requirements of the NIS Directive on DSPs?

Incident Notification Requirements

“Any incident having a substantial impact on the provision of a service […] that they offer within the Union”

• To determine “substantial” consider: 

(a) number of users affected by the incident, in particular users relying on the service for the provision of their own 
services; 

(b) duration of the incident; 

(c) geographical spread with regard to the area affected by the incident; 

(d) the extent of the disruption of the functioning of the service; and 

(e) extent of the impact on economic and societal activities.
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What are the requirements of the NIS Directive on DSPs?

• Who? Competent Authority or CSIRT in Member State of establishment / location of representative. ICO in UK for DSPs.

• When? “without undue delay and in any event no later than 72 hours after the DSP is aware that an incident has occurred”

• What information should be set out in the notification? Name, time of incident etc. – see regulator template breach 
reporting form

• Who should notify if DSP acting on behalf of OES? No requirement under the law therefore check contractual terms

• Who should notify if DSP acting on behalf of another DSP? Unclear…

• Who should notify the affected individuals?

– No requirement on DSP

– Likely to be regulator who notifies the “public” after consultation with interested parties including the DSP
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Key considerations

Jurisdiction / extra territorial effect

• Impact as a Directive

• Establishment

• Representative (appoint via a written 
mandate)

• Choose wisely!

Enforcement

• “Light-touch and reactive ex post 
supervisory activities” but penalties must 
be “effective, proportionate and 
dissuasive”

• Upon receipt of evidence of breach –
competent authorities can require DSP to 
provide information / remedy breach

Interaction with GDPR

• Both laws coexist

• Notification obligations under both laws 
(incident and data breach)

• Potential for enforcement under both

• NIS v. personal data
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Next steps?

1. Consider your applicable law / jurisdiction.

2. Register with competent authority (see ENISA NIS Directive tool).

3. Appoint representative, if required.

4. Review / refresh your security measures. 

5. Develop an effective cyber incident / response plan.

6. Prepare for negotiations with and requests from customers  / suppliers (e.g. OES 
terms with DSPs re incident notification).
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